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Abstract - The essential objective of the project was to study the behavior of the tall structures with the diagrid systems as the major lateral load resisting part of the structure. Hence three distinct shapes of the plans were considered they are Square, octagon and circular. All the three models are symmetric in plan. For each shape three storey heights are modeled that is 30 stories, 45 stories and 60 stories. From the past researches it was found the optimum angle for diagrid is around 70 degrees. Using this data we have modeled the diagrid with an angle of 69.67 degrees. For comparative purpose the shear wall system is included as an external lateral load resisting system. For the same plans and storey heights we have used shear walls in place of diagrid. Thus we will have three models in each plan geometry with diagrids only in the exterior on the buildings adding to nine models. And nine models with shear wall in the exterior of the buildings. Both the diagrid and shear wall system models with not have any columns at the building boundary. E.TABSv2015 is the software used for the analysis. The parameters like storey drift, lateral displacement, storey stiffness, base shear and time period are considered for the investigation.
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1.INTRODUCTION

The development of tall structures associates numerous complex aspects such as economics, scientific knowledge, aesthetics, government policies. The financial factor will be the primary determining factor. Tall structures demand a lot of technical support without which its emergence is not possible. As the height of the structure is increased the lateral forces acting on the structure also rapidly increases. Hence the lateral load resisting systems becomes very critical. Over the years the structural engineering saw the development of many lateral resisting systems. The twentieth century saw dramatic changes in the structural systems since the decline of traditional rigid frame as primary type of structural system for concrete or steel structures. The economic demands and technological development of realistic structural analysis and design empowered by the arrival of high speed digital computers. The new era of tall structures gave rise to innovative structural systems like core and outrigger system, diagrid system, tube system, mixed concrete systems.

1.1 Diagrid system

The adoption of diagonals elements termed as diagrid at the building outlines is advantageous structurally as well as aesthetically. In diagrid structures, the intersecting diagonal elements structurally operates as a supporting system instead of the vertical columns. The elimination of vertical members and establishment of diagonal members at the building perimeter gives an additional aesthetic elegance to the structure. The efficiency of the diagrid system to resist lateral loads with the added aesthetical grace has made it one the most popular choice of structural engineers and architects for tall buildings.

The diagonal elements of the diagrid system forms triangulated arrangement in a uniform dissipation manner.
which effectively carry both gravity load and lateral loads. This ability of diagrid has made it possible to eliminate the perimeter columns. Structurally the performance of diagrid and traditional braced systems are comparable as they both systematically resist lateral loads axially with their diagonal bracing elements. At the same time the bending resistance in braced system is provided by vertical columns, the diagonal elements provide both bending and shear rigidity as they are composed of only diagonal members.

1.2 Shear wall system

The RCC walls in a structure provided mainly to resist the horizontal forces is known as shear walls. Major portion of lateral seismic and wind forces are taken up by these walls. The behavior of shear wall is similar to the action of a cantilever deep beam. The shear walls as fixed at the base and free at the top behave as cantilever beam. The length of these wall are usual high hence visualized as a deep beam under the action of lateral forces.

2. MODELLING AND ANALYSIS

The essential objective of the project was to study the behaviour of the tall structures with the diagrid systems and the major lateral load resisting part of the structure. Hence three distinct shapes of the plans were considered they are Square, octagon and circular. All the three models are symmetric in plan. For each shape three storey heights are modelled that is 30 stories, 45 stories and 60 stories. From the past researches it was found the optimum angle for diagrid is around 70 degrees. Using this data we have modelled the diagrid with an angle of 69.67 degrees.

For comparative purpose we have used shear wall system as an external lateral load resisting system. For the same plans and storey heights we have used shear walls in place of diagrid. Thus we will have three models in each plan geometry with diagrids only in the exterior on the buildings adding to nine models. And nine models with shear wall in the exterior of the buildings. Both the diagrid and shear wall system models with not have any columns at the building boundary.

A. MATERIAL PROPERTIES

- CONCRETE - M30
- REINFORCEMENT - Fe500
- STEEL - Fe345

B. SECTIONAL PROPERTIES

- Columns -1500*1500mm
- Beam1 -500*1000mm
- Beam2 -300*700mm
- Diagrid - 500mm dia and 25 mm thick pipe
- Slabs -125mm thick
- Shear wall -500mm thick

C. LOADINGS

- Super dead load -2 KN/m²
- Live load -3KN/m²
- Zone factor - 0.24
- Soil Type - II
- Importance factor - 1
- Response reduction factor -5

The analysis was done using E.TABSv2015. The beams at the edge of the plan are assigned as B2.

The grid spacing is kept constant at 4m center to center for all the models.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this part the dynamic analysis results are discussed. The parameters selected for the discussion are lateral displacement, base shear and time period.

A. Lateral displacement:

Chart 1: Lateral displacement of 60 storey diagrid models

Chart 2: Diagrid and shear wall in square (displacement)

Chart 3: Diagrid and shear wall in octagon (displacement)

Chart 4: Diagrid and shear wall in circular (displacement)
The lateral displacements of the models for various lateral load resisting systems and heights are shown in the charts. From chart 1, we see that comparatively the lateral displacement in the octagon model is less than square and circular models. From chart 2, chart 3 and chart 4, it is observed that the lateral displacement is always less in diagrid system compared to shear wall system for all the three type of plan and storey height.

**B. Base shear:**

Chart - 5: Base shear for different plan shapes

Chart - 6: Base shear for square models

Chart - 7: Base shear for octagon models

Chart - 8: Base shear for circular models

The base shear values is higher for circular plan and lesser for the octagon plan as shown in chart 5. This shows that lesser seismic forces is acting on the octagon model. From charts 6, 7 and 8, we see that for octagon and circular models the base shear values are comparatively lesser for shear wall models than diagrid models. The base shear values for 45 storey in both circular and octagon models are less than 30 and 60 stories.

**C. Time period:**

Chart - 9: Time period for different plan shapes

Chart - 10: Time period for square plan models

The time period values of the octagon model was the least and circular model was highest of the three models as shown
in chart-9. From the above observation it is found that octagon models have higher stiffness compared to square and circular models. From chart 10 we observed that the time period is higher in shear wall models than diagrid models.

3. CONCLUSIONS

From the study the conclusions are as follows:

- The introduction of diagrid systems in tall structures is found to increase the seismic performance of the structure.
- From the comparison of diagrid system with shear wall system it is found that the lateral displacements in diagrid models is much lesser than the shear wall models.
- The lesser lateral displacements in diagrid shows the enhanced resistance of the buildings against lateral seismic force.
- The base shear values in diagrid models are higher than other models with shows higher seismic forces are acting on the diagrid models.
- The time periods are less in diagrid system models, lesser values of the time period than shear wall models shows that diagrid models are less flexible against seismic vibrations.
- From the comparison of different shapes of plans like square, octagon and circular for diagrid system, the lateral displacement is least in the octagon plan and highest in circular plan.
- From the base shear values it showed that the octagon plan had minimum forces acting on it than the other two plans.
- The octagon plan was less flexible than circular and square plan because of the lesser time periods.
- The 30 storey models by the comparison with diagrid and shear wall systems was highly efficient for circular plan with 30.9 % decrease in lateral displacement values.
- The 45 storey models with diagrid was most efficient for circular model with 44.56% reduction in lateral displacement than shear wall model.
- The most efficient model with diagrid for 60 storey is octagonal shape model with 36.72 % reduction in lateral displacement against shear wall model.
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